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Figure 1: A) The Digital Pottery Wheel (DPW) is a ceramic throwing wheel that is augmented with a polar-coordinate clay 3D 
printing mechanism and a modular control platform. Through this mechanism and control approach, the wheel supports B) 
standard manual ceramics throwing, C) GCode-based autonomous 3D printing, D) manual manipulation of printed forms, and 
E) semi-manual interactive control of 3D printing. F) Here, we show a fnished artifact made by artist Isaih Porter on the DPW 
composed of a hand-thrown bottom, a 3D-printed top, and a manually modifed spout. 

ABSTRACT 
Skilled potters use manual tools with direct material engagement. 
In contrast, the design of clay 3D printers and workfows reinforces 
industrial CNC manufacturing conventions. To understand how 
digital fabrication can serve skilled craft practitioners, we ask: how 
might clay 3D printing function if it had evolved from traditional 
pottery tools? To examine this question, we created the Digital Pot-
tery Wheel (DPW), a throwing wheel with 3D printing capabilities. 
The DPW consists of a polar mechanical architecture that looks and 
functions like a pottery wheel while supporting 3D printing and a 
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real-time modular control system that blends automated and man-
ual control. We worked with ceramicists to develop interactions 
that include printing onto thrown forms, throwing to manipulate 
printed forms, and integrating manual control, recording, and play-
back to re-execute manually produced forms. We demonstrate how 
using a physical metaphor to guide digital fabrication machine 
design results in new products, workfows, and perceptions. 

CCS CONCEPTS 
• Human-centered computing → Interaction devices; Interac-
tion design process and methods. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The audience for digital fabrication has broadened signifcantly in 
the past 30 years: CNC milling and 3D printing, once restricted to 
industrial settings, have become widely available to individuals. For 
some proponents of digital fabrication, this shift suggests the poten-
tial to empower a broad audience to design and make anything [3], 
regardless of skill or experience. This envisioned future has led 
to research agendas focusing on “personal fabrication” wherein 
researchers aim to abstract and simplify the processes of designing 
and fabricating and draw metaphors to fully automated or digital 
modes of production like the Star Trek replicator [26] and desktop 
publishing [5]. In contrast, we wonder: how might digital fabrication 
best serve those already highly skilled at their craft? 

When examining commercial eforts to develop digital fabrica-
tion tools for craft applications, we observe that many of these 
machines reinforce the conventions of industrial CNC machines 
and workfows [38, 49, 70, 86]. This trend is especially apparent with 
the introduction of clay 3D printers. Manual ceramic artists build 
forms by hand or throw them on a pottery wheel [68], and technical 
knowledge is developed and expressed through touch [50]. Clay 
3D printers use the same materials as manual potters. In form and 
function, however, clay 3D printers have more in common with in-
dustrial CNC machines than pottery tools because developers have 
transposed the apparatus of plastic 3D printing almost verbatim 
in clay 3D printing technologies [81]. Most of the clay 3D print-
ers on the market today are variants of popular fused-deposition 
modeling (FDM) machine architectures coupled to domain-specifc 
end efectors [21, 28, 56, 85]. These products also enforce industrial 
toolchains and interaction models by reproducing the form factor 
and control method of plastic-3D-printer-as-automated-robot. 

Although there are benefts to established 3D printing machine 
architectures and workfows, re-applying industrial conventions 
for novel digital fabrication technologies can lead to pushing design 
patterns in situations where they may not ft [73]. Preliminary HCI 
research has shown that while clay 3D printing appeals to some 
ceramics practitioners, the unfamiliar technological paradigm can 
create barriers to adoption [7, 31]. Moreover, re-tooling industrial 
CNC workfows for non-industrial settings can lead digital fabrica-
tion researchers to solve technical and conceptual challenges that 
are removed from the values and challenges of independent design-
ers and craftspeople [30]. These fndings parallel Ingold’s critique 
of hylomorphic conceptions of making where design is conceived 
as separate from and elevated above material interaction [34]. We 
build on Ingold’s premise to argue that much of CNC engineering 
constitutes hylomorphic machine design wherein both craft skill 
sets and entire craft felds are implicitly [65] or explicitly [6] are 
disregarded in favor of CNC and computing norms. 

In an efort to eschew hylomorphic machine design and prioritize 
craft and material practices in CNC machine development, we start 
by imagining an alternative reality in which clay 3D printing grew 
out of the physical tools inherent to manual pottery fabrication. 
We use this premise to pose the following research questions: 

(R1) What physical form and mechanical architecture might a 
clay 3D printer take to refect the conventions of ceramics 
tools rather than CNC machines? 

(R2) How might professional ceramic artists perceive a clay 3D 
printer that looks and feels like manual tool? 

(R3) What alternative practices and products might emerge from 
the adjacency of manual and digital ceramic mechanisms in 
a single tool? 

To examine these questions through a practical lens, we engi-
neered the Digital Pottery Wheel (DPW): a ceramics pottery wheel 
with clay 3D printing capabilities. The wheel is an ancient technol-
ogy with widespread contemporary use [68]. A craftsperson uses 
a wheel by throwing a piece of wet clay on the wheel, and they 
manually shape the material into a vessel as the wheel rotates. To 
anchor our work in existing practice, we used the pottery wheel 
as a physical metaphor to guide our design process. We informed 
engineering decisions with the ethos that we were building a pot-
tery wheel frst and a 3D printer second. We prioritized the form 
factor of the wheel over established CNC mechanical design prece-
dents that optimize the machine and reduce cost. Our approach 
parallels the early digital user interface development methodol-
ogy at Xerox PARC wherein researchers frst established the user 
conceptual model before developing any computing hardware and 
software [72]. Our development process resulted in two interde-
pendent components. First, we developed a mechanical architecture 
that could be packaged to look and feel like a pottery wheel and 
support traditional wheel throwing and 3D printing. Second, we 
developed a real-time modular control system inspired by modular 
synthesizers to enable rapid iteration on automated, manual, and 
integrated forms of operation. 

The DPW mechanical architecture consists of a polar coordinate 
positioning mechanism for the 3D printer that leverages the rotation 
of the pottery wheel for angular positioning, with a swinging arm 
mounted behind the wheel to provide radial positioning of a clay 
extruder. The component can also move up and down along its 
rotational axis to provide height variations to the extruder. When 
the wheel and the 3D printer actions are combined, one revolution 
of the wheel results in one 3D-printed layer. The radial shape of 
that layer is determined by the arm’s position from the center of 
the wheel during that revolution. The DPW control system consists 
of a sequence of printed-circuit board (PCB) control modules that 
combine and transform motion streams comprised of step and 
direction pulse trains to control the wheel rotation, the arm rotation, 
the extruder height, and the extrusion rate. Each DPW module can 
generate these motion streams based on human inputs, such as 
hand levers, foot pedals, and pre-programmed G-code fles. We 
developed the DPW control system as a modular structure because 
it allowed us to rapidly iterate on interactions and creatively layer 
them together in response to our design process. This process also 
provided ideological and technical distance from incumbent control 
paradigms to critically evaluate the role that technologies such as G-
code might play in practitioner-driven CNC workfows. Although 
DPW diverges from conventional 3D printing technologies, we still 
refer to the tool as a 3D printer. We do so in a deliberate efort to 
expand the defnition of what can and should constitute present 
and future digital additive fabrication technologies. 

We invited nine professional ceramicists to interact with the 
DPW and create preliminary ceramic artifacts. In parallel, we used 
their feedback and our observations to iterate on the interaction 
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modalities of the tool. This study provided preliminary evidence 
that a polar CNC coordinate system aligns with the existing skills 
and workfows of experienced potters. Furthermore, our study re-
vealed the opportunity for new craft techniques that fuidly alter-
nate between throwing and 3D printing. 

We make the following contributions: 

(1) A polar-based mechanical architecture for clay 3D printing 
that supports throwing and 3D printing on the same tool. 

(2) A CNC control system that is real-time, extensible, and sup-
ports automated 3D printing, manual control, and integra-
tions of both 3D printing and manual control. 

(3) The discovery of new interactions and techniques for clay 
3D printing elicited through engagement with professional 
ceramicists with this new architecture. 

(4) A methodology that re-centers digital fabrication around 
skilled craft practice by starting from a craft technology form 
factor to develop compatible architectures, control mecha-
nisms, and novel interaction paradigms. 

2 BACKGROUND 
We describe the relationship between CNC and manual craft. We 
then distinguish the DPW from existing 3D printers and prior 
interactive fabrication and digital ceramics research. 

2.1 Historical and Contemporary Tensions 
between CNC and Manual Craft 

We informed the DPW design ethos by examining trends and alter-
native paradigms over the history of industrial CNC development. 
In this section, we describe how these trends shaped the process of 
working with digital fabrication and the power relationships and 
perceptions between diferent kinds of digital fabrication stakehold-
ers. In CNC, an instruction program is made using computer-based 
tools and fed into a servo-driven machine to control its move-
ment [26]. CNC became dominant early in digital fabrication devel-
opment. An alternative to CNC was “record-playback” wherein a 
machinist would operate their tool while a recording device reg-
istered their movement. The recording could be played back to 
reproduce parts [51, p. 84]. Noble argues that in opting for CNC 
over record playback, machine designers deliberately relocated 
machine control from skilled operators to specialized engineering 
departments. As the applications and audiences for digital fabrica-
tion have broadened, CNC operation remains largely unchanged 
from its industrial origins. For nearly all forms of CNC machine 
interaction, the creator uploads a series of toolpath instructions and 
either waits until they are executed or responds to an error [79]. 
This workfow has advantages, but it is in tension with manual 
craft. CNC workfows restrict design activity to the digital domain– 
commonly in CAD [25]. Furthermore, CNC prioritizes optimizing 
cost and performance [51] over material workmanship and direct 
tool control [62]. 

This workfow has created repercussions for digital fabrication 
practices. The CNC paradigm has perpetuated power imbalances 
between digital and material forms of labor. Noble documents man-
agerial beliefs that CNC machines could be “run by monkeys” de-
spite the substantial skill required [51] and Retelny et al. showed 

that digital designers use CAD to enact power over other prac-
tioners [65]. The degree to which digital fabrication growth has 
impacted commercial production is unclear; however, recent work 
suggests that existing digital fabrication tools pose limitations for 
professionals. Hirsch et al. showed that independent designers rely 
extensively on low-level machine control and material knowledge 
to design and manufacture commercial products [30]. Song et al. 
revealed that manual craftspeople feel that digital fabrication tools 
are not mature enough to advance their productivity and creativ-
ity [73]. Despite the benefts of automated CNC in some industrial 
settings, we argue more automated computer-based design tools 
for digital fabrication will not necessarily lead to greater adoption 
by skilled manual professionals. In fact, such tools may disempower 
professionals in some cases. 

2.2 Conventional and Craft-aligned CNC 
Mechanisms 

When designing the DPW, we developed a new printer architecture 
and control paradigm to support manual throwing. To illustrate 
the diferences between our approach and existing 3D printers, 
we describe the primary mechanisms used in current commercial 
additive fabrication technologies. 

2.2.1 Commercial 3D Printer Mechanisms. Almost all commercial 
3D printers are automated output devices for CAD models [32]. This 
automated workfow has shaped 3D printer mechanical architecture. 
A central mechanical challenge for FDM printer design involves re-
ducing moving mass [27]. Engineers have maximized performance 
through low-inertia parallel kinematic positioning mechanisms. 
Many 3D printers [11, 61] use Cartesian mechanisms, which in-
volve confgurations of rectilinear axes [2]. Other popular archi-
tectures use variations of pulley-based [45, 80] and non-rectilinear 
mechanisms [64]. Regardless of mechanism, all commercial 3D 
printers we are aware of, including one polar mechanism [59], use 
Cartesian coordinates [2], meaning that position is specifed in X, 
Y, and Z coordinates. We refer to 3D printers that use linear motion 
mechanisms, rectilinear or otherwise, and Cartesian coordinates as 
Cartesian 3D printers. Compared to commercial printers, the DPW 
is unique because we use a polar mechanism and coordinates. 

2.2.2 Interactive Fabrication. Although the majority of commercial 
3D printers are automated Cartesian devices, HCI researchers have 
investigated alternative CNC mechanisms and interactions that 
introduce new architectures and interaction modalities 

The DPW integrates real-time control of machine fabrication. 
Our work intersects with the broader domain of interactive fab-
rication [87]– a widely explored topic with HCI. Mittenberger et 
al. use motion tracking to translate human gestures to a robotic 
plastering system [44]. Albaugh et al. augment a knitting machine 
with sensing and machine-state feedback [1]. Tian et al. constrain 
power tools through shared robotic control [75]. To our knowledge, 
the DPW is the frst interactive clay 3D printer. Our eforts align 
with prior work to integrate skilled subtractive fabrication with 
digital control. Rivers et al. use computer vision and an actuated 
linkage to precisely position the cutting bit of a hand-held milling 
tool [66]. Turn-by-Wire augments a CNC lathe with force-feedback 
hand wheels to provide haptic feedback [76]. Matchsticks supports 
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Figure 2: Hand-built, wheel-thrown, and digitally fabricated ceramics refect diferent qualities depending on the practitioner’s 
technique. A) Hand-coiled lighting vessel by Pilar Wiley. B) Wheel-thrown pitcher with hand-pulled handles by Isaih Porter. 
C) Thrown vessels with luster glazing and manual surface ornamentation by James and Linda Haggerty. D) Hand-coiled moon 
jars with crawl-glaze surface features by Raina Lee. E) Hand-built sculpture created using CNC press molds by Del Harrow. F) 
Lower portion of the hand-coiled vase with nested clay 3D printed miniature by Eun-Ha Paek. G) Auger-extruder Clay 3D 
printed sculpture by Joey Watson. H) Clay 3D printed Poodle also by Eun-Ha Paek. I) Detail of mixed thermoplastic and clay 
3D printed sculpture by Lynda Weinman. 

joinery through an interactive fxturing workfow for successive 
cuts [77]. Our approach is most similar to Turn-by-Wire. A pottery 
wheel is similar to a lathe’s rotational aspect; however, we focus 
on additive fabrication and support direct material engagement. 

To preserve manual interaction in digital fabrication, researchers 
have also digitally augmented hand-held tools. The Digital Air-
brush [69] and the FreeD [93] enable computer control of an air-
brush and Dremel tool, respectively. DCoil supports 3D wax coiling 
through a position-correcting extruder [55]. RoboSketch blends a 
robotic ink printer with a stylus [58]. Haptic Intelligensia guides 
a hot glue gun through a Falcon Haptic controller [39]. Muscle 
Plotter uses Anoto tracking and EMS to guide manual drawing [42]. 
DePENd guides drawing through an actuated magnet [88]. We 
diferentiate our work from augmented manual tools that aim to 
reduce risk or compensate for a lack of manual skill through au-
tomated position correcting or mechanical guidance. Instead, we 
augment the existing skills of experienced manual potters through 
an additional fabrication modality. 

Researchers frequently use augmented reality to guide inter-
active and manual-digital fabrication control systems. The Con-
structable guides laser cutting using a projector and laser pointers 
to denote cutting actions [46]. Hattab and Taubin guide rough carv-
ing by projecting computationally determined steps onto stock [29]. 
RoMA uses mixed reality to couple digital design with 3D print-
ing [54]. Being the Machine subverts 3D printing by allowing de-
signers to execute material-agnostic additive fabrication actions 
with the guidance of a G-code driven laser [17]. In its current it-
eration, the DPW lacks any form of augmented reality guidance 
because our primary focus was on mechanism and control system 
design. We see future opportunities to use digital feedback on the 
DPW to guide artists’ manual interaction with material in a manner 
similar to Devendorf and Ryokai. 

2.2.3 Modular Digital Fabrication Machine Architectures. By com-
bining a clay extruder and wheel through a modular control system, 
our research contributes to developing modular and extensible dig-
ital fabrication machine architectures. Examples include Popfab, 
a CNC with a suitcase form factor and interchangeable end ef-
fectors [53], Jubilee, an open-source machine with automatic tool 
changing [82], and the Cardboard Machine Kit, a modular motion 
platform system for CNC design [52]. In recognition of the chal-
lenges conventional CNC control systems present for experimental 
and extensible CNC development, Read et al. developed a method 
for operating on and synchronizing multiple machine component 
trajectories [63]. Our control system similarly manipulates the 
trajectories of DPW’s axes but does so in real-time on step and 
direction streams rather than bufered abstract representations. 

2.3 Ceramics and Digital Fabrication 
The DPW builds on prior research in clay 3D printing, a form of 
digital fabrication dependent on and closely integrated with tradi-
tional ceramic research and production. The Unfold Design Studio 
developed out-of-the-bag clay 3D printing in 2009 [81]. Developers 
have since created a range of commercial clay 3D printers with vary-
ing end-efectors [21, 56, 83]. All commercial clay 3D printers use 
Cartesian coordinate systems and most use rectilinear architectures. 
The two exceptions are the Delta-based Wasp [85] and the Potter-
bot Scara which rotates along two linkages [57]. We contribute a 
novel polar clay 3D printing mechanical architecture; however, we 
repurpose a PotterBot extruder and Z axis in our design. 

Clay 3D printing supports diferent qualities from wheel throw-
ing and hand building. Still, it is difcult to reproduce the expres-
sive range of skilled manual ceramics with 3D printing alone [36] 

https://www.pilarwiley.com/
https://www.isaih.xyz/
http://haggertyceramics.com/index.htm
https://rainajlee.com
https://delharrow.net/
https://www.eunhapaek.com/
https://www.instagram.com/joeywatson_makebelieve/
https://claybottress.com/
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because 3D-printed ceramics comprise wet, unsupported, and un-
compressed coils. Figure 2 shows a range of manual and 3D-printed 
ceramic works. Clay 3D printing requires similar material knowl-
edge to manual ceramics [14], and practitioners frequently integrate 
hand work and 3D printing [7]. In creating the DPW we were in-
spired by the reality of clay 3D printing as a manual and material 
practice. Artists and craftspeople have contributed extensively to 
clay 3D printing research. Our work was informed by Keep [37] and 
Simpson [71] who engineer their own 3D printers; and Brady [8], 
Tihanyi [78], and Foran and Suon [22] who developed novel com-
putational design methods. 

Within HCI, we are not alone in drawing design inspiration from 
the feld of ceramics. Clay and ceramics production has long been 
a site of inquiry and inspiration for HCI researchers. The Sound 
Bowl explores the tensions between ceramics and laser cutting [67]. 
Hybrid Reassemblage uses the reconstruction of slip-cast vessels 
with 3D printed parts to challenge digital reproducability [92]. Des-
jardins et. al. [14] and Zheng et. al. [90] developed techniques for 
integrating ceramics and electronic sensing. Dick et al. use laser 
engraving to create precise crackle glaze patterns [18] and Horn 
et al. use computational slab building to investigate how digital 
tools alter craft practices [31]. Despite the trend in HCI research 
for exploring ceramic production, HCI clay 3D printing research is 
rare but growing. Desjardins and Tihanyi use CAM-based porcelain 
printing as a case for domestic data visualization [13]. Buechley and 
Ta developed a method for precise clay and Playdough composite 
printing [9]. Within the domain of software design technologies, 
Bourgault et al. developed a toolpath-based programming system 
for clay 3D printing [7]. Frost et al. created an alternative to numer-
ical clay 3D printing toolpath specifcation with SketchPath [24]– a 
drawing-based CAM design tool that supports the creation of hand-
drawn toolpaths. Friedman-Gerlicz et al. developed a clay-specifc 
slicer that enables variable wall thickness [23]. We contribute a 
novel clay 3D printer to this burgeoning area of HCI. We build on 
prior methods for clay-specifc toolpathing by adapting CoilCAM 
as our primary digital design method for DPW G-code toolpaths. 

3 DPW DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 
The DPW consists of a polar coordinate mechanical architecture 
(Figure 3), which we designed frst, and a modular control system 
(Figure 5), which we designed after establishing our mechanical 
constraints. We informed our mechanical design through three 
design goals that targeted [R1]: 

• Preserve pottery wheel appearance: Potters should see 
similarities with tools they are familiar with. 

• Maintain pottery wheel functionality: Potters should 
be able to achieve outcomes similar to a standard pottery 
wheel. 

• Maintain 3D printing capabilities: The DPW should sup-
port 3D printing at parity with comparable Cartesian clay 
3D printers. 

The DPW development team consisted of researchers with me-
chanical engineering and clay 3D printing expertise, but we lacked 
manual throwing expertise. We benefted from the fact that we 
developed the DPW within a craft-research residency with craft 

professionals. We used this context to conduct a study with pro-
fessional ceramicists to develop the DPW interaction design. We 
detail the study methodology in section 5.1. The study also drove 
the engineering of the DPW control system because we intended it 
to support the exploration of diferent interaction modalities. We 
established two control system design goals that target [R3] by 
facilitating participatory design with professionals: 

• Encourage iteration: The design team should be able to 
quickly and playfully prototype new interactions. 

• Support multiple forms of control: The system should 
enable real-time, manual, and automated forms of operation 
to support fabrication interactions that bridge traditional 
and digital clay techniques. 

Our approach builds on research through design [91] and par-
ticipatory design [48] in that we use artifacts as design exemplars 
and beneft from the technical knowledge of craftspeople [15]. Our 
approach is novel in CNC engineering research in that we develop 
the mechanical apparatus of the machine frst and use these phys-
ical constraints as guardrails for participatory interaction design 
and engineering. 

3.1 DPW Mechanical Architecture and 
Construction 

To preserve the look and functionality of a wheel, we developed the 
DPW mechanism as a polar positioning system built around the 
wheel. The position of the extruder is relative to the print bed and 
is controlled by angular and radial movements in polar space (Fig-
ure 3: �, �). The pottery wheel circular throwing platform, known 
as a wheelhead, simultaneously serves as a wheel, build platform, 
and angular positioning mechanism. We repurpose a standard 14” 
diameter aluminum Shimpo VL Whisper pottery wheelhead (Fig-
ures 3A and 4A). We support the wheelhead radially and axially 
by preloaded angular contact bearings Figures 4C and B). Clay is 
deposited onto the wheel by a piston extruder repurposed from a 
PotterBot Micro 10 [56] (Figure 3D). We chose the Potterbot ex-
truder because it is compatible with low-moisture clay suitable 
for throwing. We cantilever the extruder over the wheel with a 
horizontal swing arm (Figure 3B), which, in turn, is mounted to the 
carriage of a vertical Z-axis behind the wheel (Figures 3C and 4F). 
Radial positioning is achieved by rotating the Z-axis column, which 
causes the extruder to sweep at the end of the swing arm. This ro-
tation is constrained by a set of preloaded angular contact bearings 
(Figure 4D). We chose the swing arm because it ofered advan-
tages in form and functionality. In terms of form, the swing arm 
helps to preserve the form factor of a wheel. Compared to a linear 
mechanism, it requires less space behind the wheel and permits 
unobstructed throwing by swinging the extruder out of the way. 
In terms of function, the swing arm mechanism is back-drivable 
when unpowered, which provides an advantage for safety and con-
venience because the artist can move it manually. The swing arm 
ofers further functional benefts for moving between extrusion 
and manual throwing of cylindrical vessels when paired with our 
real-time control system and physical user interface. We describe 
these benefts in greater detail in section 4. 

We structurally support the DPW mechanism with two paral-
lel 3/8” laser-cut aluminum plates that sandwich the wheelhead 
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Figure 3: The DPW schematics. A) The wheel component 
of the DPW rotates around its center with rotation angle 
� . B) The swing arm of the DPW rotates around its vertical 
Z-axis column with rotation angle Φ� . The arc traced by the 
cantilever extremity is labeled �, as it approximately cor-
responds to the radial coordinate of an artifact printed on 
the wheelhead. C) The swing arm is attached by a carriage 
on the Z-axis column and cantilevered over the wheel. The 
carriage can move up and down along that vertical Z-axis. 
D) The repurposed extruder from a 3D PotterBot Micro 10 
is attached to the swing arm, and its piston extrudes clay 
downward towards the wheelhead. 

and swing arm bearing assemblies (Figure 4G). We suspended mo-
tors and transmission elements beneath this frame. We covered 
the frame with a painted plywood deck and splash pan to protect 
against clay and moisture. 

The total cost in parts for the DPW prototype was approximately 
$12,500, although this does not account for fabrication and assembly 
labor. At the time of publication, a Potterbot Micro with an identical 
extruder volume costs $3,499. A high-end Shimpo throwing wheel 
costs between $1,500-$1,800.1 

3.2 Mechanical Performance Considerations 
and Transmission Specifcation 

To achieve parity with clay 3D printers, we defned three per-
formance targets, drawn from our clay 3D printing experience 
and the Potterbot specifcations: 1) a maximum linear velocity of 
200 mm/sec, 2) a maximum acceleration of 5 m/s2, and 3) a posi-
tioning resolution of 0.05 mm. We surveyed commercial pottery 
wheels and defned two additional targets to maintain pottery wheel 

1These values provide data points on initial parts cost in relation to comparable 
technologies; however, they should not be taken as a direct comparison because the 
DPW is a prototype and the Potterbot and Shimpo wheels are commercial products. 

Figure 4: The DPW mechanism. A) A standard 14” diame-
ter aluminum Shimpo VL Whisper pottery wheelhead. The 
wheelhead is driven by B) a pulley system composed of a 
5.5:1 reduction timing belt attached to C) a 400W (1.1kW 
peak) Teknic ClearPath DC servo motor. D) The print arm 
rotary axis is driven by E) a pulley system composed of a 10:1 
reduction belt connected to F) a 250W Teknic Clearpath DC 
servo motor (not visible in the picture but directly behind 
the wheel servo motor). G) These components are fxed on a 
3/8” thick laser-cut aluminum structural frame. 

parity: 1) a maximum wheel speed of 250 RPM and 2) mechanical 
output power of 0.5 HP (370 W). With the machine architecture 
determined mainly by perceptual and usability considerations, our 
primary levers to achieve our performance targets were the ap-
propriate selection of motors and transmission elements. We used 
Teknic Clearpath DC servo motors because they are closed-loop 
and high power density. We exclusively use timing belts for motion 
transmission because they are quiet, have low backlash, and are 
backdrivable. The belts couple the motors to the wheel and swing 
arm and provide mechanical reduction. 

Polar 3D printer mechanisms are rare. We suspect this is due to 
the nonlinearity introduced by the rotational axis, which impacts 
efective inertia and thus dynamic performance. In Cartesian print-
ers, the transmission ratio–the relationship between the rotational 
speed of an axis drive motor and its linear velocity– is constant 
and set by timing belt pulleys or leadscrews. For the DPW, the 
required rotational speed of the wheel to achieve a particular tan-
gential linear velocity varies with the radial position of the extruder. 
At the wheel periphery (� = 180 ��), our maximum tangential 
linear velocity of 200 mm/sec requires a rotational speed of about 
11 RPM. Achieving the same velocity near the center of the wheel, 
e.g., (� = 8 ��), requires 240 RPM (a 22x increase). Because the 
energy stored in the wheel has a quadratic relationship with its 
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Figure 5: The DPW control system schematic. A) The Physical UI module supports fve input peripherals: the throwing/printing 
select switch, the pedal, the hand lever, the Z baby step knob, and the extruder knob. These last four inputs are mapped 
respectively to the velocity of the wheel, the position of the swing arm, the position of the Z axis, and the extrusion rate. The 
stream outputs of the Physical UI module are connected to the stream inputs of B) the Pot Assist V2 module. This module also 
receives inputs from the coil and bead knob. The stream outputs of the Pot Assist V2 module are connected to the stream inputs 
of C) the Recorder module. The physical interface on the board enables the artist to start, stop, and playback the recording. 
The stream outputs of the Recorder module are connected to the stream inputs of D) the Machine Controller. The Machine 
Controller connects to the machine components illustrated in Figure 3. The Machine Controller also receives inputs from E) 
the Duet G-code Interpreter, which can relay G-code information from a computer to the DPW control system. 

rotational velocity, the efective inertia of the wheel varies dramati-
cally depending on the radial position of the extruder. Accelerating 
tangentially at a radius of 8 mm from the wheel center requires not 
22x but around 500x the amount of mechanical power it takes to 
achieve the same linear acceleration at the wheel periphery, holding 
the linear speed constant. Regarding motor performance, we esti-
mated that while only about 2 W of mechanical power could meet 
our performance objectives at the periphery, 1.1 kW is required at 
a radius of 8 mm from the center. We use a NEMA 34-sized motor 
with an output power of 400 W continuous and 1.1 kW peak output 
for the wheelhead motion to meet our wheel throwing targets. We 
chose a transmission ratio of 5.5:1 to optimize power output at our 
top speed of 250RPM. 

The DPW swing arm also exhibits high rotational inertia because 
the flled extruder weighs about 6 kg and swings on the end of a 
300 mm arm. The highest achievable reduction ratio that would 
ft into the DPW form-factor was 10:1. This ratio resulted in a 

rotational inertia of the swing arm that was 20x that of the motor, 
and inefcient power coupling between the motor and the extruder. 
We, therefore, chose the largest available Teknic Clearpath DC 
servo motor that would allow us to extract the most power under 
our operating conditions (e.g., 200 mm/s tangential velocity) and 
transmission ratio. 

3.3 DPW Control System 
We designed the DPW control system as a series of modules that 
support real-time, automated, and manual operation. Our control 
system difers from that of 3D printers. Traditional printer stepper 
or servo motors are driven by CNC controllers [20, 35] that convert 
G-code commands into a synchronous stream of step and direction 
pulses. A microseconds-long pulse on the step line causes the mo-
tor to take a step, while the concurrent state of the direction line 
determines whether the step is forward or reverse. This signaling 
scheme is powerful because it contains real-time information about 
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each motor’s position, velocity, and acceleration; however, G-code 
controllers do not expose these signals as data. Inspired by modular 
audio synthesizers, we re-conceptualized these signals as synchro-
nous motion streams. We designed the DPW control system as 
a series of modules capable of transmitting and modifying these 
streams as frst-class data (Figure 5). We based all modules on the 
Teensy 4.1 [60]. We use 3.5 mm audio cables as the interconnect be-
tween modules. The audio cables transmit +5 V, STEP, DIRECTION, 
and GND. The power transmitted over the cables is sufcient to 
power all modules from a single 5 V source. All modules have a 
small OLED display and RGB encoder knob for confguration and 
readout. We use a centralized machine controller module to maintain 
state (Figure 5D) and interchangeable DPW modules that can be 
chained together for diferent composable behaviors (Figure 5A-C). 

Figure 6: The DPW modules. A) The Machine Controller and 
B) one of the DPW modules (Recorder). 

3.3.1 Machine Controller Module. Step-direction motion signals 
carry real-time motion information in a relative rather than absolute 
manner. When following a predetermined path (e.g., when working 
with G-code), the CNC machine must start at a known position 
that matches the state assumed by the controller. We, therefore, 
created one specialized module that maintains the state of the DPW 
by assuming centralized control over the motors and limit switches 
(Figure 5D and Figure 6A). When the DPW starts up, this machine 
controller homes the DPW’s wheelhead, arm, and Z-axis to known 
starting positions. Control then transfers over to motion signal 
inputs from other modules. The machine control module enforces 
state-preserving velocity and travel limits to minimize mechanical 
crashes. The machine controller has four banks of motion stream 
inputs with two channels each. The left channel controls the axes of 
the machine in native polar coordinates. The right channel supports 
Cartesian input to maintain the ability to parse standard G-code. 
The machine controller converts motion stream inputs to these 
channels from Cartesian to polar space on the fy. We attach these 
Cartesian inputs to the step and direction pins of four drivers of 
the Duet3 6XD [19] — corresponding to simulated x,y,z axes of a 
Cartesian printer, and the actual extruder of the DPW (Figure 5E). 

3.3.2 DPW Modules. To enable fexible and composable interac-
tion prototyping, we designed chainable modular PCBs (Figure 6B). 
Each DPW module has four motion stream inputs and four motion 
stream outputs. They have additional interconnects for up to fve 
analog or digital inputs (primarily for buttons and potentiometers), 
an optical quadrature encoder input, and a small prototyping area. 

We created a frmware framework for the modules with various 
functions that can be modifed and combined to implement spe-
cifc module behavior. We centralized the framework around an 
interrupt-driven, multi-channel step generator. Every channel has 
a current position, a target position, and a velocity limit. At each 
cycle of a 200 kHz timer-based interrupt routine, the channel’s cur-
rent position is compared to the target. If they difer, and enough 
time has elapsed since the prior step to remain under the velocity 
limit, a step is generated on an output stream. We implemented 
a velocity-based step generator that creates a continuous stream 
of step pulses at a controlled rate. A second function listens to 
the input signal and directly passes inputs to the step generator 
channels by updating their target positions or routes them to other 
parts of the DPW module’s frmware to be acted upon. 

Our frmware enables us to fexibly mix multiple motion streams, 
whether they are internally generated (e.g., by a velocity-based 
generator) or sourced externally (e.g., through a knob or a pedal). 
We accomplish this by allowing each source to independently up-
date the target position of a common output channel. As a result, 
modules can pass motion streams through from input to output 
while layering in additional behavior. Figure 5 shows the current 
confguration of the machine controller and DPW modules. 

4 INTERACTION MODALITIES 
We used the DPW control system to prototype multiple interac-
tion modalities. We categorize these modalities across two primary 
modes: throwing and printing. We created a physical user interface 
to facilitate tool control and enable switching between modes. The 
interactions were initially informed by the authors’ experience with 
clay 3D printing and interactions in the craft residency. Following 
a pilot study with collaborators in an aligning residency, we devel-
oped the frst iteration of our interaction modalities. We performed 
further iterations during our formal artist study (section 5.1). 

Figure 7: The physical UI of the DPW. A) The foot pedal 
controls the wheel rotational speed. B) The hand lever con-
trols the angular position of the swing arm. C) The bank of 
controls attached to the wheel platform includes a switch to 
toggle between throwing and printing modes, a baby step-
ping knob to fnely adjust the Z-axis carriage position, and 
an extrusion knob to control the rate of clay deposition. 

4.1 Physical UI 
The physical user interface (Figure 7) facilitates real-time control 
over the DPW’s four axes for either printing or throwing. It consists 
of a foot pedal, a hand lever, and a series of knobs and switches. We 
use a traditional pottery wheel foot pedal to control the wheel’s 
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Figure 8: Artist throwing on the DPW. A) The artist centers a ball of clay on the wheelhead. B) The artist creates an opening in 
the middle of the centered piece of clay. C) The artist pulls the wall up to create a vessel form. D) The artist cleans up the rim. 

rotational speed and toggle between mode functionality (Figure 7A). 
We use a waist-height custom 8-inch hand lever to manually adjust 
the position of the swing arm with high precision and extremely 
low latency (Figure 7B). We attached a bank of controls to the 
left of the wheel that includes: a “baby stepping” knob that fnely 
adjusts the height of the Z-axis carriage, an extrusion knob that 
controls the clay extrusion rate, and a switch that toggles the mode 
of the DPW between throwing and printing (Figure 7C). Signals 
from these inputs are interpreted and converted into appropriate 
output motion streams by a DPW module we named the “Physical 
UI Module” (Figure 5A) 

4.2 Throwing Interaction 
Flipping the physical UI switch to the left toggles the DPW to 
throwing mode. In this mode, the DPW acts like a commercial 14” 
pottery wheel. Once the switch is fipped, the Z-axis will lift slightly, 
and the print arm will move clockwise until the extruder is oriented 
far out of the way at the 9 o’clock position. All machine controller 
inputs are disabled except for the wheel, and the physical UI adjusts 
the pedal’s velocity limit to allow the artist to bring the wheel speed 
up to 250 RPM. In Figure 8, we demonstrate throwing a vessel in 
throwing mode. 

Figure 9: The Pot Assist V1 interaction allows artists to man-
ually print cylindrical forms by controlling the radial and 
vertical rate of a spiral path. A) The Coil and Bead knobs and 
Angle slider housed in an Adafruit box during rapid proto-
typing. B) An artist using the angle slider to create a vase 
with undulating walls. 

4.3 Printing Interactions 
Flipping the physical UI switch back to the right causes the arm 
to swing counter-clockwise until the extruder is positioned over 

the center of the wheel before enabling all inputs on the machine 
controller. In printing mode, all axes respond to motion stream 
inputs on the machine controller, and the Physical UI Module limits 
the velocity output of the pedal to 50 RPM at the wheel (a value 
we empirically determined sufcient for printing). We developed 
several printing interactions: 

4.3.1 Printing from G-code. One approach is to print from a pre-
made G-code fle (Figure 10). Because we use a Duet as input to the 
Machine Controller, an artist can upload Cartesian G-code gener-
ated in a slicer or custom CAM software (Figure 10A) and execute 
it using the Duet Web Control interface in a manner identical to the 
Potterbot (Figure 10B). In practice, we uploaded G-code generated 
using CoilCAM [7]. The DPW control system allows an artist to 
modify G-code printing in real-time by manipulating the manual 
controls. The resulting changes will be “mixed” with the G-code 
signal to determine the printer behavior. Figure 1D shows the same 
toolpath from Figure 10A, resized with the hand lever to ft the 
diameter of the hand-thrown vessel in Figure 8. 

4.3.2 Assisted Manual Printing. In addition to automated G-code 
printing, we explored manual printing, where an artist controls the 
tool printing in real-time. We developed a “Pot Assist” module that 
simplifes printing radially symmetric forms by mapping physical 
UI elements to the DPW axes. We developed two iterations, V1 
(Figure 9) and V2 (Figure 11) which we describe through sample 
workfows. 

Pot Assist V1 Workfow. To create a cylindrical cup, the artist 
starts with the extruder at the center of the wheel, approximately 
2 mm above the wheelhead. The artist begins the wheel spinning 
with the pedal. Pot Assist V1 moves the extruder radially at a rate 
that is coupled to both the wheel’s motion and a “coil” control knob 
(Figure 9A), tracing a spiral path. Simultaneously, the extruder 
deposits material at a rate proportional to its tangential velocity on 
the wheel. This process creates a clay base from a spiral coil. The 
artist uses the linear “angle slider” to build the walls (Figure 9A). 
The slider begins fully to the left at its “+180 degree” position. The 
artist moves the slider to the center at its “+90 degree” position. This 
action causes the arm to lift in the Z direction at a rate proportional 
to wheel speed and the coil control knob to print the cup walls. 
The artist can adjust the angle slider to control the printing angle 
and create undulating walls (Figure 9B). The Pot Assist module 
synthesizes motion streams for controlling the arm, Z axis, and 
extruder based on the step rate from the pedal. The motion streams 
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Figure 10: Printing from G-code. A) G-code visualization of a pitcher generated using CoilCAM, a clay-specifc CAM-based 
software. B) The Duet board control interface. C) A pitcher made in CoilCAM being 3D printed on the DPW. D) The completed 
3D-printed pitcher. 

from the remaining physical UI controls can be mixed with the 
outputs of the Pot Assist module. 

Pot Assist V2 Workfow. During our frst artist study sessions, we 
discovered that the angle slider was confusing because it mapped 
controls to velocity rather than position change. We created Pot 
Assist V2 with the hand lever as the primary control. Pot Assist 
V2 starts in “base mode,” in which no Z-axis signal is synthesized 
(Figure 11A). The base of a pot is created by gently moving the hand 
lever while spinning the wheel with the pedal to move the arm and 
print a spiral base. Multiple layers can be created by using the z 
baby-stepping knob (Figure 11B) to raise the axis after one layer 
and double the arm back to build another (Figure 11C-E). When the 
artist completes the base, they stop the wheel by depressing the 
pedal and then press it again to move into “wall mode,” where the 
Z-axis begins to raise at a rate proportional to the wheel velocity. 
In wall mode, the artist is free to move the lever (and through it 
the arm) to create any shape they want, which can include both 
symmetric and non-symmetric forms (Figure 11F-H). 

4.3.3 Record / Playback. Inspired by the audio synthesizer metaphor 
and historical record playback machining, we created a “Recorder 
Module” that samples and records four motion streams (one for 
each axis of the machine) to an onboard SD card. These inputs may 
be generated using any of the interactions previously mentioned. 
The artist enters recording mode by pressing the Recorder Module’s 
UI knob (Figure 12A), which causes it to enter recording mode. The 
onboard display shows the recording time (Figure 12B). During 
recording, the inputs are both sampled and passed through to the 
module’s outputs, enabling the machine to be controlled while be-
ing recorded (Figure 12C). Pressing the knob G-stops recording 
(Figure 12D). Rotating the module’s UI knob to playback mode and 
pressing it will begin playback (Figure 12E). During playback, the 
module synthesizes motion streams based on the recording and 
passes them through the module’s outputs, resulting in a verbatim 
replay of the DPW’s motion (Figure 12F). The relative nature of mo-
tion streams can be taken advantage of during playback, allowing 
the same recording to be played repeatedly with diferent settings 
mixed in from the manual controls. 

5 ARTIST INTERACTION STUDY 
We conducted a series of design and feedback sessions with profes-
sional ceramic artists. Through this study, we sought to understand 
how ceramic artists perceived the DPW. In addition, we used the 
sessions to inform the interaction design of the DPW through par-
ticipatory design and making. These activities target R2 and R3. 

5.1 Methodology 
We solicited artists through present and past residents, a local 

clay studio afliated with our residency, and artists in a business 
development workshop conducted in parallel with the residency. 

We had nine artists interact with the DPW. Table 1 lists each 
participant and their experience in manual ceramics and 3D print-
ing. We conducted a mix of individual and group sessions ranging 
from 40 minutes to three hours, depending on artist availability. 
The sessions contained the following activities: 

(1) Opening refections: Before interaction, artists talked about 
their reactions to the DPW before interaction. 

(2) Throwing interaction: Artists threw a vessel while in the 
DPW throwing mode. 

(3) Demonstration of G-code interaction: We either printed 
a pre-prepared G-code toolpath on an empty pottery bat (a 
removable circular platform placed on the wheel) or printed 
a portion of a G-code-based structure on top of an artist-
thrown vessel. 

(4) Manual interaction with G-code-printed form: Artists 
manually adjusted GCode-printed forms on the wheel. We 
refrained from prescribing specifc modifcations. Artists 
worked with printed vessels in whatever manner was inter-
esting or feasible. 

(5) Pot Assist and recording interaction: We demonstrated 
Pot Assist V1 or V2. Artists then tried using Pot Assist to 
fabricate a form. We recorded and played back artists’ vessels. 

(6) Closing discussion: We asked artists to share their reac-
tions following interaction with the wheel. 

We conducted six sessions in total, and we adjusted the sequence 
of interaction activities based on artist experience, interest, and 
time constraints. For example, we skipped the opening refection 
in Session 6 since all participants had discussed the DPW in a 
previous session. We focused on manual modifcation of 3D printed 
forms in Session 6 because Linda reached out following Session 1. 
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Figure 11: The Pot Assist V2 interaction. A) The artist begins this interaction in base mode when pressing the pedal for the 
frst time. They move the hand lever left, right, and left to create each spiraling base layer. B) Between each base layer, they 
increase the carriage height by approximately 2 mm using the baby stepping knob. C) The frst base layer is generated as a 
spiral starting from the center of the wheelhead to a radius chosen by the artist. D) The second base layer is created by moving 
the hand lever inward. E) The third layer is created by moving the hand lever outward again. F) Once the base is completed, the 
artist stops the wheel with the pedal. The next time they press the pedal, they begin wall mode. They can then move the hand 
lever outward to open the form and G) inward to close it. H) They repeat these actions to create a desired profle for the piece. I) 
A fnal glazed ceramic piece made with Pot Assist V2. 

Figure 12: The record and playback interaction. A) The artist begins recording by pressing the knob on the Recorder Module. B) 
The display indicates the recording time. C) The artist uses the wheel in any printing mode to generate a form. Here, we use 
Pot Assist V2. D) The artist stops recording by re-pressing the knob. E) Playback is started by rotating the knob and pressing it. 
F) Two identical vessels created through manual printing and playback. G) The glazed vessels as candlesticks. 
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Table 1: Artist Backgrounds. The artists in our design study all had prior ceramics experience, with diferent degrees of expertise 
across manual clay and clay 3D printing techniques. 

Participant Description Manual Exp. 3D Printing Exp. # Years Clay Exp. 

Raina Lee Ceramic artist who creates 
functional and decorative coiled 
and thrown vessels for sale. 

Wheel throwing, hand building, 
glaze chemistry 

3 months experience clay 3D 
printing through residency 

6 

Eun-Ha Paek Ceramic artist and animator 
who creates hand-coiled and 

Hand building Owns a Lutum Clay 3D printer 11 

3D-printed fgurative pieces. 

Del Harrow Ceramic artist who integrates 
traditional ceramics methods 
with parametric design and 
digital fabrication. 

Wheel throwing, hand building, 
mold making 

Experienced in computer-aided 
and parametric design, plastic 
and clay 3D printing, CNC 
milling, and other digital 
fabrication technologies 

20 

Joey Watson Ceramic and glass artist who 
integrates traditional and 3D 
printed ceramics in his work. 

Mold making, hand building, 
wheel throwing, slip casting 

Experienced in computer-aided 
design, CNC milling, and 
multiple variations of clay 3D 
printing 

12 

Isaih Porter Professional ceramic 
craftsperson focusing on 
functional ware and large-scale 
thrown pieces. 

Wheel throwing No prior direct experience 10 

Pilar Wiley Ceramic artist and an expert in 
manual coiling. Creates 
functional and sculptural clay 
objects. 

Hand building, wheel throwing 3 months experience clay 3D 
printing through residency 

12 

Linda Haggerty Ceramic potter and artist. 
Professionally trained in wheel 
throwing but shifted to hand 
building due to developing 
arthritis. 

Hand building, wheel throwing, 
manual surface ornamentation 

No prior direct experience 40+ 

James Haggerty Ceramic potter, artist, and glaze 
chemist with a focus on 
wheel-thrown works and 

Hand building, wheel throwing, 
glaze chemistry 

No prior direct experience 40+ 

custom glaze development. 

Lynda Weinman Mixed media sculptor and artist 
working with clay and 3D 
printing. 

No prior direct experience Owns multiple plastic and clay 
3D printers, including 
large-format clay 3D printers 

3 

She requested to experiment with throwing 3D-printed forms to 
compensate for her arthritis. We also focused on Pot Assist V2 in 
Sessions 5 and 6 after feedback on V1 in Sessions 2 and 3. Table 2 
shows each session’s participants and interaction sequence. 

We audio-recorded discussions and video-recorded and pho-
tographed artists’ interactions with the DPW. One author took 
written notes during each session. We bisque-fred all artist pieces 

and returned the pieces to artists if desired. We transcribed audio 
recordings, and the authors collectively analyzed the transcripts, 
written notes, photos, and videos. 
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Table 2: Session Participants and Interaction Sequence. Se-
quence numbers correspond to the following session activ-
ities: 1) Opening Refections, 2) Throwing Interaction, 3) 
Demonstration of G-code interaction, 4) Manual interaction 
with G-code printed form, 5) Pot Assist and recording, and 6) 
Closing discussion. 

Session Participants Sequence 

Session 1 
Eun-Ha, Raina, Pilar 1,2,3,4,6 

Session 2 
Eun-Ha, Raina, Pilar, 
James, Linda 

1,2,3,4,5 (V1),6 

Session 3 
Isaih 1,2,3,4,5 (V1),6 

Session 4 
Del, Joey, Lynda 1,3,4,6 

Session 5 
Linda, James, Lynda, 
Eun-Ha, Raina, Joey 

3,4,5 (V2),6 

Session 6 
Raina 5 (V2),6 

5.2 Limitations 
Our study varied in structure between sessions, and we report 
primarily qualitative results. This approach aligned with our objec-
tive of understanding the attitudes and experiences of professional 
ceramicists. Varying session formats enabled us to observe the per-
spectives of diferent professionals. Iterating on the DPW interac-
tion functionality during the study allowed us to build interactions 
that refected the artists’ technical expertise. 

5.3 Results 
Artists used a combination of interaction modes to produce mul-
tiple vessels. Artists felt the throwing mode resembled a standard 
wheel and saw benefts in integrating throwing and 3D printing. 
Artists with prior throwing experience identifed limitations in the 
aesthetics and functionality of 3D printed forms. 

5.3.1 Working with the DPW in throwing mode. Artists were able 
to use the throwing mode to throw stable cylindrical vessels, and 
they perceived the DPW mechanical performance as identical to a 
standard pottery wheel. Figure 15A and B show Pilar throwing. Isaih 
threw with the largest amount of clay and stated as he threw that the 
wheel was “not slowing down at all. . . just what I expect.” Artists saw 
several form diferences between the DPW and a standard wheel. 
Pilar, Raina, and James pointed out the DPW had no space for 
tools, bats, and slip. Isaih wanted to rotate the wheelhead manually 
but was prevented by the powered servo, and James noticed the 
absence of a switch to reverse the wheel rotation direction. The 
artists who did not use a wheel in their regular process saw benefts 
to the rotational quality of the DPW and potential in analogies 
to diferent rotational pottery tools. For example, Eun-Ha saw an 

opportunity to structure the DPW at table height to enable her 
to better manually manipulate the 3D printed coils as they were 
extruded, in contrast to Cartesian printers. 

Artists felt the DPW looked and sounded diferent from a wheel. 
Pilar stated that the extruder and z-axis were much louder, and Isaih 
felt the machine looked “overengineered”. The electronic control 
repeatedly drew attention, and artists felt it was at odds with the 
dirt and moisture of a ceramic studio. Overall, artists who primarily 
worked in throwing felt that the rotational feel of the DPW was 
indistinguishable from a high-end pottery wheel but noted addi-
tional functions and qualities for storage, maintenance, and control 
that were absent from the DPW but standard for pottery wheels. 

Figure 13: Linda throwing a 3D-printed cylinder into a bowl. 
A) The printed cylinder prior to throwing. B) Linda makes 
the frst pull to increase the cylinder height and thin the 
walls. C-D) Linda makes additional pulls to further increase 
the height. E) Linda begins shaping the cylinder into a bowl. 
F) The completed bowl. 

5.3.2 Manually Manipulating G-code- Printed Forms. Six artists 
experimented with manually manipulating a 3D printed form on 
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the DPW. James (Figure 17D), Linda (Figure 17E), Raina, and Joey 
reshaped 3D printed cylinders into vessels with varying diameter. 
James (Figure 17B) and Del merged together thrown and 3D-printed 
forms by sealing the seam between them, and in Del’s case, by 
completely re-throwing the 3D printed section. Isaih attempted to 
rapidly restructure a large cylinder of 3D-printed clay. He ended up 
tearing the cylinder base of the wheel because 3D printing created 
less compression on the bottom layer and the wheel surface than 
he was accustomed to. He subsequently re-centered and threw the 
torn-of cylinder. Except Isaih, who specifcally requested to test the 
limits of the DPW, artists were able to use throwing to manipulate 
3D-printed cylinders. James noted that the 3D-printed layers held 
up despite his initial concerns about separation. 

To ensure extrusion, clay 3D printing requires a higher mois-
ture content than throwing clay. Artists adjusted their throwing 
technique to compensate for the higher moisture. Del, Raina, and 
James compressed the base layers of the printed pieces to prevent 
the piece from collapsing as they pulled the walls upwards. Raina 
and James felt they could expand the diameter of a 3D printed 
piece to a lesser degree than hand-centered clay before it would col-
lapse. Raina stated that she would prefer to allow the printed piece 
to harden slightly before throwing, and without this, thinner or 
more delicate forms would be difcult to achieve from a 3D-printed 
starting point. 

The artists assessed the quality of the 3D-printed forms by run-
ning their fngers over the vessels as the wheel turned. They de-
scribed material qualities from touching the forms resulting from 
3D printing. James felt the extruded coils created a quality similar 
to coning– where a potter repeatedly pulls up and compresses the 
clay before opening it: 

It makes it easy to pull up the piece. This is already 
doing that for you because if this was a cylinder of fresh 
wedge clay put on there. . . I don’t think you would’ve 
been able to do that kind of pull. . . You would be fghting 
against the particles wanting to be in the other direction. 
So it’s almost like it’s pre-aligned. 

Raina agreed, stating that this material alignment would “ease the 
throwing part.” 

Linda’s throwing experience was particularly interesting. Linda 
was diagnosed with arthritis in her hands at age 19, and this gradu-
ally prevented her from throwing on a standard wheel. With the 
DPW, she successfully threw two vessels starting from fve-inch 
tall 3D-printed cylinders. Linda was excited about the result and 
remarked, “I never thought I’d ever be able to do something like 
this ever again.” James assisted Linda as she threw and remarked: 

That really shows a lot of importance behind this 
tool. . . You have someone who has a disability with their 
hands, and they were able to accomplish a thrown piece. 

Figure 13 shows Linda’s throwing process with the DPW. 

5.3.3 Integrating 3D printing with throwing forms. When artists 
were willing, we 3D-printed a G-code form on top of the vessel they 
had manually thrown. Artists used diferent manual techniques to 
support this process. Isaih, Raina, Pilar, Del, and James all modifed 
the base thrown form to support the 3D printed coil better. Raina 
and Pilar threw a thicker form with a wider upper lip to provide 

sufcient surface area to support the printed coil. Raina reduced 
the amount of water compared to what she would normally throw 
with to avoid collapse. 

Isaih demonstrated a technique where he threw a vase-like form 
with a groove in the upper lip (Figure 14A, B). He dried the vessel 
with a heat gun (Figure 14C). We then 3D-printed a pitcher spout 
onto the vase using G-code mode (Figure 14D). We used the hand 
lever to adjust the initial coil to print directly into the groove. 
After printing, Isaih used throwing mode to seal the seam. He 
was displeased with the seam and felt he should have sealed it 
mid-print to achieve a smoother transition. Isaih also noticed the 
3D-printed spout was unlikely to pour well. He manually smoothed 
out the printed coils and reshaped the curve of the spout by hand 
(Figure 14E, F), stating: 

I’m pretty particular about my spouts. . . I like my spouts 
to come all the way over a little bit, so it’s impossible 
for liquid to get stuck there. 

Figure 14: Isaih creating a pitcher with throwing and G-code 
printing. A) Throwing the base. B) Creating a groove along 
the top of the base to catch the 3D-printed coil. C) Drying 
the base slightly to avoid collapse from 3D printing. D) 3D 
printing the pitcher portion. E, F) Reshaping and smoothing 
the printed spout manually. 

When printing on Pilar’s thrown form, James scored the lip with 
a notched rib to increase the surface area for adhesion (Figure 15C). 
After a failed print, James removed the printed portion, re-threw the 
upper lip of the vessel, and repeated the scoring. We then success-
fully printed a spout on the vessel (Figure 15D). James alternated 
between using his fngers and a brush to smooth and seal the seam 
between the thrown and printed pieces, both while the print was 
executing and after the print was completed in throwing mode 
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(Figure 15E)). James was unable to smooth out the end of the coil 
on the upper lip of the printed vessel (Figure 15F)) because he could 
not reverse the wheel direction. 

Figure 15: James and Pilar merging a thrown and printed 
piece. A) Pilar throwing a tall cylinder. B) Pilar trimming 
the top of the cylinder to a fat surface. C) James scoring 
the trimmed surface to increase surface area. D) Printing on 
the thrown vessel. E) James sealing the printed and thrown 
portions as the wheel rotates. F) The fnished vessel. 

The artists discussed the benefts of printing on a thrown form 
on the DPW. Joey felt the DPW made this process signifcantly 
easier than moving a thrown form to a Cartesian printer. He stated: 

[Using a Cartesian 3D printer] wouldn’t be impossible. It 
wouldn’t be easy though to register unless your [thrown] 
pieces were exact every time. 

5.3.4 Interaction with Pot Assist. The artists who used Pot Assist V1 
found it difcult to control multiple parameters simultaneously. For 
example, Isaih stated that “it feels like a lot to control the direction 
and the height, but also the extrusion rate. . . It’s like one of them 
has to be taken away.” Artists had more positive reactions to V2. In 
each case, the artist could use it to execute a form. James performed 
carefully controlled movements to produce a form with a gradually 
tapering diameter and subtle undulation patterns in the coils. Raina, 
Joey, and Lynda used V2 more dynamically and produced forms 
with long unsupported overhanging coils and undulating diameters 
(Figures 17F and G respectively). Lynda also repeatedly adjusted 
the z-baby stepping knob while simultaneously moving the lever 
to produce non-planar toolpaths. Figure 16 documents Raina’s use 
of Pot Assist V2. 

Lynda was extremely enthusiastic about V2. She described con-
trolling the machine in this manner as a performative process: 

I feel like it can have all three modes [G-code printing, 
manual printing, throwing] and . . . you could increase 
the extrusion to make something really gush. You could 
raise layer height and make things loopy, and if you 
could do that performatively, I think it would be so much 
fun. 

James and Raina found V2 more approachable than G-code clay 
3D printing. James described himself as “not much of a computer 
person” and felt the pot assist mode provided “a little bit more of 
a connection” than G-code printing. He stated, “ I consider this of 
course more, more manual. I get the speed, the timing, the rise.” 
Raina felt a greater degree of immediate control when working 
with V2. She felt Pot Assist didn’t constitute 3D printing and shared 
more in common with manual clay extruders. 

We incorporated Recording with the Pot Assist interactions. 
Artists were drawn to the potential of recording, but we found it 
challenging to align the arm with the original starting position of 
the recording, which resulted in vessels being re-printed at slightly 
diferent diameters. Artists experimented with modifying the physi-
cal UI parameters during playback to alter the recorded form further. 
Lynda felt the record and playback feature could be further im-
proved by enabling artists to reproduce past works at larger scales, 
whereas James and Linda saw potential industrial applications in 
enabling the automated reproduction of certain aspects of a vessel. 

5.3.5 Resulting Artifacts. Across all six sessions, the artists collec-
tively produced 11 vessels. Of these, we bisque-fred 10. Figure 17B-
H shows eight bisqued artist pieces. All 10 survived the bisque, and 
we observed no separation at the seams of 3D printed portions. We 
found that all 3D-printed geometries had a slight incremental rota-
tional ofset in each layer in a clockwise direction (e.g., the spout in 
fgure 17A). This quality occurred because the swing arm traverses 
an arc, but in our Cartesian-to-polar conversion, we simplifed our 
calculations to assume a linear radius from the wheel center to the 
arm. 

Artists had diferent reactions to the 3D-printed aesthetics of 
printed or printed-thrown forms. James and Linda deliberately 
preserved the 3D-printed coil texture on the top and bottom of two 
of their pots (Figure 17D), while Joey and Del smoothed them out. 
Joey appreciated that he could create a vessel that obscured the 3D 
printed origin, stating that for these pieces, “The only artifact that 
it was printed will be the foot.” Raina, in contrast, was hesitant to 
manually distort 3D printed portions because of her awareness of 
the labor and risk involved in Cartesian clay 3D printing: 

After it prints something really nice like a coil. . . I just 
don’t want to touch it. [All] this went into loading the 
tube, and then it printed nice[ly], and all the layers 
stacked together . . .After that investment, it’s hard to 
just go and throw it. 

Artists had diferent perspectives when considering the potential 
of integrating thrown and 3D printed forms. Eun-Ha and Raina were 
interested in the surface textures possible through G-code-based 
printing. Still, both expressed a strong desire to produce forms that 
had irregular qualities that obscured the computational methods 
used to produce them. Isaih felt that the G-code-based 3D printed 
section felt “cold”, “a little bit lifeless”, and lacked “its human touch.” 
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Figure 16: Raina interacting with the Pot Assist V2. A) Raina creates a 1-layer base by moving the hand lever from the middle 
of the wheelhead to her desired radius and begins creating the wall. B) She moves the extruder outward with the hand lever to 
create an overhanging texture. C) She pauses the machine to adjust the pot’s wall manually. D) She completes her organic-
looking vessel. E) Final glazed piece. 

He was also skeptical of the functionality of the 3D-printed spout. 
James and Raina saw potential in glazing works that integrated 
3D-printed textures. As James put it: 

[The pieces] are actually having these textures that sort 
of bleed out as it goes around the piece. Seeing that in 
conjunction with the thrown [part], I think, would be 
absolutely fascinating. 

The forms created with the Pot Assist mode exhibited greater 
variation and irregularity in their form than those produced through 
G-code. Lynda appreciated these qualities and was excited about 
how they might respond to glazing. She felt the process allowed 
for aesthetics diferent from Cartesian clay 3D printing. 

The Pot Assist polar printing also created new design afordances 
and constraints. Raina observed that it was easier to produce long, 
thin forms without collapsing, in contrast to her experience with 
Cartesian printing. Joey tried to create something that was not a 
cylindrical vessel, stating, "I don’t want to make a pot”. He found it 
difcult to do so. 

6 DISCUSSION 
We frst discuss the outcomes of our CNC mechanical design pro-
cess and control implementation, namely 1) designing a polar CNC 
machine and 2) developing a modular and abstracted control system. 
We then describe the implications of the DPW for traditional ce-
ramics and digital fabrication production by discussing the artifacts, 
workfows, and perceptions of the artists who used it. 

6.1 Implications of Polar Machines and 
Modular Control for Digital Fabrication 

As described in section 3, the DPW is relatively unique among 3D 
printers. Other 3D printers with rotational or polar mechanisms, 
like the Scara and the Sculpto, still require the artist to think in 

Cartesian coordinates to design and control movement. For exam-
ple, to move the Scara to a given point, the artist inputs an x,y 
position, which rotates its three primary joints to move the end 
efector to that position. In our experience, this rotation is challeng-
ing to predict. By contrast, the DPW uses polar coordinates as input 
to output to polar mechanism movement, thereby supporting design 
action and control in polar space. We argue this “polar way of think-
ing” can reduce the gulf of understanding between the machine 
controls and the machine action, which is critical for interactive 
and real-time fabrication workfows. Further, polar relationships 
map to existing pottery techniques. Potters adjust the diameter of 
a vessel by drawing their hands or a tool towards or away from the 
center of the wheel. This process is similar to how the DPW swing 
arm sets the “radius” of a printed coil. 

The DPW design has implications for new CAD and CAM design 
methods. We can re-envision CAD and CAM workfows that align 
with the polar coordinates of the DPW. For the lathe, another rota-
tional CNC, part design is generally specifed in terms of diameter 
and length. One could apply a similar set of design parameters for 
the DPW, wherein vessels for automated fabrication are not defned 
in terms of meshes or solid geometry and then sliced but rather as 
a varying diameter profle. 

The DPW control system similarly ofers a new way to think 
about what constitutes CNC control. Our modular design refects a 
physical “datafow system” similar to digital datafow languages [12, 
43], which were also inspired by modular synthesizers. 

We initially envisioned that the modular approach might also 
enable artists to reconfgure the DPW to their needs by adding, 
removing, or altering the sequence of physical modules like a mod-
ular synthesizer performer. During our prototyping process and 
artist study, we quickly realized that this was infeasible. For one, 
we found that keeping track and correctly attaching inputs was 
cognitively demanding for the authors, let alone for someone who 
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Figure 17: G-code printing: A) 3D-printed jug designed by the authors. Throwing and G-code-printing on top: B) Base thrown 
by Pilar with 3D-printed spout merged by James. C) Base thrown by Isaih with 3D printed spout manually modifed by Isaih. 
Throwing the G-code-printed artifacts: D) 3D-printed cylinder thrown by James. E) 3D-printed cylinder thrown by Linda. Pot 
Assist: F) Pot made by Raina with the Pot Assist mode. G) Pot made by Lynda with the Pot Assist mode. H) Pot made by Joey 
with the Pot Assist mode. I) Pot made by Samuelle with the Pot Assist mode. Pot Assist and Playback: J) Pot made by Samuelle 
with the Pot Assist mode, recorded and replayed, creating a second identical pot. 

had not engineered the system. Additional study on modular synth 
design and organization strategies would likely yield insights on 
how to improve the assembly of our modules. While we are uncer-
tain about the degree to which artists would beneft from access 
to a modular control system, it was extremely benefcial for us as 
developers. In addition to the fact that the modularity allowed us 
to design and iterate on multiple interactions, our control system 
reframed how we thought about CNC conventions as our develop-
ment progressed. The primary example in this regard is the use of 
G-code. Initially, we required the Duet and pre-programmed G-code 
to support fully automated printing. Later, we implemented the 
recorder module, which allowed us to record and store any G-code 
fle we originally ran through the Duet. The combination of manual 
manipulation and recording efectively rendered the G-code mode 
“vestigial” for the purposes of our research. Through study with 
artists, we realized that because we could modify G-code with the 
physical UI and throwing, we only needed a limited number of basic 
G-code fles that could be parameterized at will by the artist. This 
observation suggests that we could conceptually eliminate G-code 
functionality from the machine by removing the requirement to 
program a toolpath on a desktop computer. We could further liter-
ally eliminate G-code by unplugging the Duet from the machine 
controller without impacting any other functionality. We argue 
this process has implications for the stability of CNC conventions. 
The DPW demonstrates that we can remove a central convention 
for digital fabrication control without losing meaningful forms of 
digital expression. 

6.2 Products: Distinctions Between DPW 
Artifacts and Those Produced With a 
Cartesian 3D printer 

One of our primary design goals was for the DPW to maintain par-
ity with the capabilities of existing clay 3D printers despite using a 
wheel mechanism and a polar coordinate system. Our demonstra-
tive artifacts from the G-code printing mode show that the DPW 
is capable of printing regular cylindrical G-code toolpaths with 
the same degree of fdelity as Cartesian printers. Further, the DPW 
can print irregular G-code forms, with the caveat of the ofset in 
layer rotation due to the swing arm arc (Figure 17A). We believe it 
would be possible to compensate for this in our Cartesian-to-polar 
conversion calculation. 

DPW also allows for printing artifact qualities that are chal-
lenging to achieve with Cartesian 3D printing. First, DPW afords 
printing tall slender vessels. On a 3D printer with serial Cartesian 
kinematics, the shift in the x-y direction of the bed exerts forces 
on the printed piece. As a result, tall and narrow pieces frequently 
collapse during printing. In contrast, when printing in G-code or 
Pot Assist mode, the DPW maintains a constant speed and direction 
while printing. We observed that this allowed for the fabrication of 
narrow, overhanging cylindrical structures without collapse. This 
quality was particularly evident to Raina. Second, the DPW Pot 
Assist mode supports the creation of long and irregular looping 
overhangs. These qualities are evident in the pieces produced by 
Raina, Lynda, and Joey (Figures 17F, G, and H, respectively). Such 
structures are much more challenging to produce with a Cartesian 
3D printer because they require toolpaths that cannot be produced 
with a standard slicer. To produce irregular and organic loops like 
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those in our results, artists primarily use symbolic programming 
and numerically specify the irregular shape of the toolpath [7]. The 
same applies to non-planar toolpaths, like those Lynda and Joey 
achieved with the z-baby stepping. Pot Assist instead enables artists 
to describe these qualities through their gestures. A recent alterna-
tive to numerical digital toolpath specifcation is SketchPath [24]– 
a drawing-based CAM design tool that supports the creation of 
irregular hand-drawn toolpaths. We see opportunities to integrate 
the digital direct manipulation of SketchPath with the physical 
direct manipulation of the DPW. 

The artifacts produced through integrating throwing mode and 
printing further diferentiate DPW’s output from Cartesian print-
ers because they combine the very distinct aesthetics of clay 3D 
printing (e.g., visible coils and intricate surface texture) with the 
aesthetics of wheel-thrown forms (e.g., smooth surfaces, fnger 
threading, and variable wall thickness). Integrating thrown charac-
teristics into a 3D printed form is also important from a functional 
perspective. As Isaih described, smooth surfaces ensure liquids fow 
smoothly out of the vessel. The alignment of clay particles from 
throwing produces vessels that are simultaneously thin and com-
pacted and, thus, more likely to survive fring and use. Throwing 
also allows for variable wall thickness–something that has only 
recently become possible with clay 3D printing [23]. Wall thick-
ness is a critical aesthetic and functional quality in ceramic ves-
sels. The DPW opens future opportunities to combine clay-specifc 
toolpathing approaches like those of Friedman-Gerlicz et al. with 
manual manipulation to create robust functional ceramic vessels. 

The DPW’s outputs are primarily limited in comparison to Carte-
sian 3D printers in that it is difcult to produce an artifact that, in 
Joey’s words, is “not a pot”. This limitation is most evident in the pot 
assist mode; however, it is also present in the G-code printing mode. 
If artists choose to throw on an irregular 3D printed form, they 
must strategically plan the order of operations to avoid collapsing 
or distorting the non-cylindrical pieces. As a result, in its current 
form, the DPW is perhaps less appropriate for ceramic artists who 
produce sculptural forms rather than vessels. Given that we sought 
to develop the DPW as a wheel– a device that has long served as a 
means for vessel-making– this constraint is directly aligned with 
our design goal. 

We recognize that the DPW mechanism presents a greater cost 
and manufacturing complexity than Cartesian printers. We argue 
that these tradeofs are meaningful because, through them, we en-
able new 3D clay artifacts that are prohibitively difcult to produce 
through standard printing methods. 

6.3 Workfows: How the DPW Shapes the 
Process of Working with Clay for Artists. 

We prioritized the functionality of a pottery wheel in the DPW 
mechanical architecture. We then used our reconfgurable control 
system to explore workfows that leveraged the co-location of a 3D 
printing mechanism and a wheel. We discuss how these resulting 
workfows align with manual throwing and their uniqueness in 
contrast to those possible with existing tools. 

While we were successful in many respects in replicating the 
functionality of a standard wheel, artists noted the DPW lacked 

several key throwing capabilities. Many of these functions are com-
patible with our current design. The servo that drives the wheel 
is bidirectional, and adding a physical switch to change rotation 
during throwing mode would be straightforward. Further, we could 
support alternate rotation directions during printing modes by mod-
ifying the machine controller software. These are additions we are 
currently pursuing. Similarly, adding storage space or changing the 
wheel’s height would be possible by reconfguring the deck and 
leg geometry. However, we would need to assess how this would 
impact machine stability. Allowing the wheelhead to be manually 
rotated by hand is possible with a software modifcation to assert 
the wheelhead servo’s disable input. This action could be triggered 
by a physical control switch. Further experimentation is needed to 
determine whether the wheel spins with sufcient freedom when 
the servo is disabled. 

The combination of throwing mode and 3D printing introduced 
new requirements for throwing: artists had to work with clay with 
greater moisture content when throwing 3D printed pieces. When 
throwing forms to be 3D printed on, artists had to use less moisture 
and control the thickness of the piece to a greater degree to avoid 
collapse. They also had to compress and seal printed coils to ensure 
robustness and manipulate thrown vessel rims to enable printing 
on top. These constraints were diferent than those present in non-
digital throwing workfows; however, they were also well within 
the skill set of experienced potters. In this way, DPW preserves 
the role of manual throwing skill and aforded skilled workfows for 
digital-manual ceramics production. 

It is also critical to discuss how the workfows in our study are 
unique properties of the DPW or whether they could also be per-
formed with the combination of a standard pottery wheel and a 
Cartesian clay 3D printer. First, we consider the workfow of throw-
ing to 3D printing (e.g., 3D printing on a thrown form). As the 
artists in our study indicated, while this is possible with a Cartesian 
clay 3D printer, it is complex. An artist would have to measure the 
thrown vessel and modify a toolpath to have the correct diameter. 
Then, they would have to align the thrown section precisely on the 
printer bed to ensure accurate placement of the printed portion. 
The process of printing on existing objects is equally complex in 
thermoplastic printing. HCI researchers have employed compu-
tational analysis [10], computer vision object tracking [89], and 
optimization algorithms [47] with pre-defned physical objects [84] 
to facilitate such workfows. The DPW circumvents the need for 
precise manual or computational alignment strategies. Instead, we 
integrate manual adjustment and automated 3D printing; by mov-
ing the extruder with the swing arm lever, the artist can dynamically 
adjust the diameter of a pre-defned G-code toolpath to match the 
diameter of the thrown pot on the wheel. These advantages are 
the combined result of integrating a 3D printer and a wheel in the 
same machine and the adoption of both polar coordinates and a 
polar positioning mechanism for 3D printing. Expressing the tool-
path in polar coordinates exposes the domain-relevant parameter 
of radius for direct real-time modifcation. The DPW polar position-
ing mechanism, in turn, allows the user to intuitively and visually 
reason about this afordance of the system– manually adjusting 
the radial position of the swing arm while printing results in pre-
dictable changes to the print radius. As a result, the DPW supports 
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a throwing to 3D printing workfow that prioritizes manual control 
and is signifcantly less demanding than existing tools. 

Second, we consider the workfow of 3D printing to throwing 
(e.g., using throwing to alter a form that has been 3D printed). This 
process is currently feasible with a Cartesian printer and standard 
wheel. One possible workfow is to print a cylindrical vessel, allow 
it to dry slightly, and then use manual centering or a trimming 
chuck [33] to center it on a standard wheel. We observed a past res-
ident do exactly that. An alternative workfow would be to ensure 
a pottery bat is precisely centered on the printing bed and then to 
develop a toolpath that prints the center of the vessel at the center 
of the bed. This process will ensure that when the bat is ftted to the 
wheel, the vessel will already be centered. The beneft that the DPW 
provides over established tools for the printing-to-throwing work-
fow difers from that of throwing to printing. In this case, the DPW 
makes an existing workfow more immediate and reduces the num-
ber of interruptions in the fabrication process. Immediacy is often 
critical in creative workfows. When working across physical and 
digital mediums, artists can experience unproductive breakdowns 
when they must perform additional labor to transfer their work to 
tools with diferent requirements [40]. We see benefts in digital 
fabrication technologies that integrate diferent working modes 
while reducing friction across these modes. We also see opportu-
nities from the fact some of DPW’s workfows are feasible with 
existing tools. Artists in our study, particularly Linda, perceived 
clear benefts to the ability to throw with a 3D-printed base form. 
The fact that it would be feasible to streamline this workfow with 
commercially available tools suggests another avenue for engaging 
potters in clay 3D printing. 

Third, we consider the Pot Assist workfow in comparison to 
Cartesian 3D printing. Cartesian 3D printing requires extensive 
design before material fabrication. As Raina and Eun-Ha described, 
the artist’s primary manual interventions during Cartesian clay 3D 
printing fabrication involve responding to printing errors. With Pot 
Assist, the primary design activity occurs simultaneously with the 
fabrication process. Artists can make aesthetic and structural deci-
sions about the vessel structure by observing the behavior of the 
material and the machine in real time. In this way, Pot Assist is sim-
ilar to throwing, except that in throwing, artists can also leverage 
physical material feedback in their decision-making process. 

The throwing to printing, printing to throwing, and pot assist 
workfows show how DPW’s integration of a wheel and extruder on 
a polar mechanism supports workfows that are diferent from those 
that are readily available with a Cartesian clay 3D printer while 
preserving (and in some cases requiring) manual throwing skill. 
Further, combining 3D printing and manual fabrication with the 
DPW suggests that digital fabrication automation can function in 
ways other than as a fully automated technology for “unskilled” cre-
ators [94]. The workfows we observed with the DPW add further 
evidence for Devendorf and Rosner’s argument of the limitations of 
the “hybrid” model of human-machine craft. Hybrid craft presents 
a categorization where humans excel at creativity and machines 
excel at automation and precision [16]. Our work reinforces how 
more nuanced models are required to understand human-digital 
fabrication interaction. In the case of the DPW, we observed how 

human skill can preserve machine expression, how human pre-
cision can accommodate machine constraints, and how machine 
automation can facilitate human playfulness. 

6.4 Perceptions: How the DPW Form Impacted 
Artists’ Perceptions of its Applications. 

We theorized that designing a clay 3D printer that looked and felt 
like a wheel might positively impact practitioners’ perceptions of 
what “could” be done with such a tool and their motivation and 
confdence in working with digital technology. Our theory relates 
to Li et al.’s concept of the normative ground of a creativity support 
tool– how the tool features and constraints collectively structure 
not only what artists can practically accomplish but also hold power 
over how artists think and react [41]. While Li’s analysis focused 
primarily on representation in software tools, we can expand the 
concept of normative ground to the physical representation of a 
fabrication tool. 

The descriptive language and analogies artists used to refer to the 
DPW provide some insights into their perceptions of its applications. 
Artists’ noted that the tool resembled a pottery wheel or a pottery 
wheel with a 3D printer attached. Artists also used analogies to 
other traditional pottery tools, including a banding wheel and a 
manual clay extruder. 

Artists with prior digital fabrication experience perceived the 
capabilities of the wheel relative to their experience with clay 3D 
printing. Eun-Ha saw the wheel as a polar printer that could better 
support manual manipulation during printing. Lynda and Del de-
scribed it as a performative or collaborative instrument, in the sense 
that the integration of the wheel, manual control, and automated 
printing enabled a compelling production process in and of itself, 
in addition to the artifacts produced. We should note that the group 
study structure may have contributed to performance associations 
since an audience was always present. 

Artists also brought unexpected associations to DPW, including 
a device to aid people with physical disabilities, a platform to help 
people learn how to throw, and a device to scafold the process 
of learning clay 3D printing. Lynda felt while many traditional 
potters would be unlikely to use Cartesian 3D printers, they might 
be willing to use the DPW. 

These statements indicate that the form of a digital fabrication 
machine can shape people’s conceptions of how it might be used. 
Foremost, artists viewed the DPW as a wheel, which aligned with 
our original design goal. While further study is required to de-
termine if and how DPW could be meaningful in performative, 
learning, or accessibility settings, these potential applications show 
how the DPW elicited enabling associations among the artists in 
our study. 

Although artists had positive perceptions of the wheel, they were 
more skeptical of the control system. They felt the electronics might 
be incompatible with a clay studio, were complex in appearance, 
and likely costly. For example, Raina referred to the control system 
as an “exposed brain,” and Isaih speculated that the cost would 
be prohibitive, stating “ I can’t imagine what you sell this for, but 
potters are not the wealthiest.” When discussing the degree to 
which the control could be modifed to support greater degrees of 
automation, Linda described her concerns: 
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If [the DPW ] goes buggy on me and it starts to do 
something weird and I’m not sure how to fx it. . . I would 
want to at least be able to bypass that and be able to 
do it myself. Practically speaking who is going to fx it? 
Less automation would be better. 

We developed the control modules with a diferent objective 
from the wheel– supporting rapid prototyping rather than main-
taining visual familiarity with established pottery tools. Despite 
this, there is something to be learned from artists’ observations. As 
Linda and Isaih’s quotes indicate, professional artists evaluate tools 
on more than the outcomes they can produce. They equally con-
sider cost, maintenance, and transparency factors because they rely 
on these tools for their livelihood. HCI researchers have envisioned 
future forms of fabrication in which we can augment existing tools, 
machines, or environments with increasingly complex “smart” dig-
ital capabilities [4]; however, maintenance is already a substantial 
undertaking for contemporary digital fabrication technologies [74]. 
Our research shows how individual professional artists will rightly 
identify new costs that result from augmenting their existing tools. 
As researchers, we, therefore, must evaluate the potential benefts 
of digital tool augmentation in relation to the degree to which they 
are likely to enact power over artists and workers through new 
forms of labor and maintenance and their associated costs. 

7 CONCLUSION 
This work documents the Digital Pottery Wheel, a manual-digital 
clay fabrication tool inspired by manual pottery technologies. We 
drove our research through the physical metaphor of a CNC as a 
pottery wheel. In doing so, we sought to avoid imposing industrial 
CNC machine constraints on craft practice, and instead, extended 
Ingold’s framing to follow the materials of manual pottery tech-
nologies [34]. By bringing the technical expertise of ceramic artists 
to bear in our interaction design process, we show how a CNC 
design process structured around a physical metaphor can reshape 
perceptions and practices in 3D printing. 
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A PHYSICAL UI IMPLEMENTATION 
Here we provide additional details on the implementation of the 
Physical UI. The foot pedal and the extrusion knob are both potentiometer-
based inputs that are read by an on-chip analog-to-digital converter 
and generate motion streams by controlling the rate of velocity-
based step generators. When patched to the wheel and extruder 
inputs of the machine controller, for example, these motion streams 
result in smooth movement at a rate proportional to their respective 
control settings. The baby stepping knob is a low-count quadrature 
encoder that is read over an i2c interface. Each tick of the encoder 
knob increments or decrements the target position of its output 
channel by a fxed amount, generating a train of step pulses at a 
velocity-limited rate. When patched into the Z-axis input on the ma-
chine controller, this resulting motion stream causes the Z-axis to 
move upwards or downwards a fxed increment at a certain pre-set 
velocity. Lastly, the hand lever consists of a high-resolution (20,000 
pulse/rev) optical encoder mounted inside a custom aluminum hub. 
An 8” steel lever arm projects from this hub, and terminates in a 
knurled aluminum handle. The encoder is monitored by a hardware 
peripheral inside the Teensy MCU, and even the slightest motion of 
the lever is registered and used to update the target position of an 
output channel. When the resulting motion steam is patched into 
the machine controller, the lever can be used to control the position 
of the arm directly and with low latency. Although we considered 
other control inputs such as a typical jog knob, the correspondence 
between the swinging hand lever and the swinging arm made this 
style of input a natural choice. While the default correspondence 
between the angular motion of the lever and the print arm is ap-
proximately 1:1, the display and knob interface on the module PCB 
allows for the sensitivity of the lever to be changed, efectively 
zooming in or out on the window of control. 
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